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Abstract 1 
Although a large body of evidence exists documenting caffeine’s ergogenic properties, most studies have focused 2 
on endurance performance. Findings from endurance sports, however, cannot be generalized to performance in 3 
ball games where, apart from having a high level of endurance, successful athletic performances require a 4 
combination of physiological, technical and cognitive capabilities. The purpose of this review was to critically 5 
evaluate studies that have examined the effect of a single dose of caffeine in isolation on one or more of these 6 
performance measures: total distance, sprint performance, agility, vertical jump performance and accuracy in ball 7 
games. Searches on three major databases resulted in 19 studies (invasion games: 13, net-barrier games: 6) that 8 
evaluated the acute effects of caffeine on human participants, provided the caffeine dose administered and 9 
included a ball games specific task or simulated match. Improvements in sprint performance were observed in 8 10 
out of 10 studies (80 %) and vertical jump in 7 out of 8 studies (88 %). Equivocal results were reported for distance 11 
covered, agility and accuracy. Minor side effects were reported in 4 of 19 studies reviewed. Pre-exercise caffeine 12 
ingestion between 3.0 and 6.0 mg per kg of body mass appears to be a safe ergogenic aid for athletes in ball games. 13 
However, the efficacy of caffeine varies depending on various factors, including but not limited to the nature of 14 
the game, physical status and caffeine habituation. More research is warranted to clarify the effects of caffeine on 15 
performance measures unique to ball games such as agility and accuracy. It is essential that athletes, coaches and 16 
practitioners evaluate the risk-benefit ratio of caffeine ingestion strategies on an individual case-by-case basis.  17 
 18 
 19 
 20 
Key Points 21 
• Caffeine may be ergogenic in ball games by sparing muscle glycogen, increasing force production, decreasing 22 
perceptions of pain and stimulating the central nervous system which delays fatigue and enhances 23 
performance.  24 
• Acute ingestion of caffeine doses between 3.0 and 6.0 mg per kg of body mass improved sprint performance 25 
and vertical jump in both net-barrier and invasion games without any major side effects. 26 
• Caffeine ingestion strategies should be tailored to the individual athlete to determine any ergogenic benefits 27 
and minimize potential side effects.  28 
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1. Introduction 1 
Ball game players require a combination of aerobic and anaerobic endurance, speed, power, agility and strength 2 
[1]. Depending on constraints such as the rules of the game, playing area, number of players, playing positions as 3 
well as tactical strategies, the metabolic demands of each game are highly specific [2, 3]. However, successful 4 
performance in ball games stresses not only the physiological systems but also imposes a high degree of technical 5 
and cognitive demands [4-6]. In competitive settings, the margin between winning and losing can be small. As 6 
such, the effects of ergogenic aids such as caffeine on sporting performance are of great interest to athletes, 7 
coaches and practitioners. 8 
 9 
Caffeine (1, 3, 7-trimethylxanthine) is a stimulant commonly consumed by athletes due to its reported ergogenic 10 
effects and ease of availability either in supplement form or in the diet in tea leaves, coffee or chocolate [7]. 11 
Several reviews have documented the ergogenic properties of caffeine in endurance sports as well as in repeated 12 
or sustained high-intensity events such as sprinting, swimming or rowing [8, 9]. In terms of endurance 13 
performance, it is clear that caffeine has the ability to increase both time to exhaustion and performance in time 14 
trials [10-13]. Although the benefits of caffeine ingestion in endurance activities are well established, its 15 
effectiveness for short-term high-intensity exercise performance is equivocal. In a recent systematic review by 16 
Astorino and Roberson [8], it was found that 6 of 11 studies revealed benefits of caffeine for resistance training 17 
and 11 of 17 studies revealed improvements in team sports exercise and power-based sports after caffeine 18 
supplementation. Here, the studies that found performance improvements comprised elite and trained athletes as 19 
opposed to recreationally active and untrained individuals. 20 
 21 
Caffeine is rapidly absorbed and metabolized in the liver to di-methylxanthines (paraxanthine, theobromine, 22 
theophylline), each of which has its own effects on the body [14]. Paraxanthine has been shown to stimulate 23 
lipolysis, theobromine to cause vasodilation and increase in urine volume and theophylline to cause smooth 24 
muscle relaxation [8]. Due to its hydro- and lipophilic properties, caffeine can easily move across cellular 25 
membranes including the blood-brain barrier; hence it has the potential to affect all systems in the body including 26 
the central nervous system (CNS) [15]. Caffeine is typically administered orally either as a tablet or capsule [16]. 27 
More recently, alternative delivery methods via caffeine encapsulated chewing gum or mouth rinses have become 28 
widely available with direct absorption of caffeine into the blood stream via the buccal mucosa bypassing hepatic 29 
metabolism and providing an advantage in terms of absorption rate over traditional delivery methods [17]. The 30 
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faster delivery of caffeine may result in a more rapid onset of ergogenic effects as the reaction of a drug is limited 1 
by the rate at which it reaches target tissues [18].  2 
 3 
It was previously purported that caffeine’s ergogenic effects were associated with glycogen sparing and the 4 
increase in free-fatty acid oxidation in endurance events [19, 20]. However, the evidence for increased fat 5 
metabolism has been questioned not least because this proposed mechanism would not explain the ergogenic 6 
effect of caffeine observed in short, high-intensity exercise which involves oxygen-independent metabolic 7 
pathways and is unlikely to be limited by muscle glycogen availability [21, 22]. Other proposed mechanisms 8 
include an increased secretion of ß-endorphins [23] or an increased mobilization of intracellular calcium [14]. 9 
However, it is now believed that most of caffeine’s ergogenic properties stem from its effects on the central 10 
nervous system through adenosine receptor antagonism [24-29]. Adenosine and caffeine have opposite effects to 11 
each other in regulating cellular activities. Hence, the ingestion of caffeine inhibits the effects of adenosine on 12 
neurotransmission, perceived exertion and arousal, resulting in enhanced performance. 13 
 14 
While the exact mechanism remains unclear, it is evident that at least a portion of individuals involved in top level 15 
competition, benefit from the improved endurance and short, high-intensity performance seen with caffeine 16 
ingestion. However, it cannot be assumed that similar performance improvements with caffeine would be 17 
observed in an applied setting of ball games where physiological stress interacts with a high degree of technical 18 
and cognitive demands [4-6]. Therefore, the purpose of the present review was to analyze the effect of caffeine 19 
on specific performance measures of ball games: total distance covered, sprint performance, agility, vertical jump 20 
performance and accuracy. 21 
 22 
2. Methodological Aspects 23 
This review is reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-24 
analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. A standardized literature search strategy was performed using the following 25 
keyword combinations: Caffeine AND (sports games OR field games OR sports performance OR simulated sports 26 
OR badminton OR baseball OR basketball OR bowling OR floorball OR football OR golf OR handball OR hockey 27 
OR netball OR rugby OR soccer OR squash, OR table tennis OR tennis OR volleyball) via the following 3 28 
databases; PubMed, SPORTDiscus and Web of Science from January 1980 to November 2016. The search terms 29 
were agreed upon by JSC and LAB.  For the PubMed search, an example for the first search term is as follows: 30 
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("caffeine"[MeSH Terms] OR "caffeine"[All Fields]) AND ("sports"[MeSH Terms] OR "sports"[All Fields]) 1 
AND “games”[All Fields]. All titles and abstracts from the search were downloaded to Endnote X7.7 (Clarivate 2 
Analytics). Manual cross-referencing from the reference lists of the articles was performed to identify any 3 
potential missing studies. Thereafter, duplicate articles were removed and titles and abstracts were screened for 4 
relevance. The identification and subsequent assessment of articles was done by two independent reviewers (JSC 5 
and LAB). The two authors met and discussed any discrepancies until a consensus was achieved.  6 
 7 
The articles were included for review and assessment based on the following criteria: (1) studies which tested the 8 
acute effect(s) of caffeine on sport-specific tasks or specifically designed sport scenarios or simulated matches 9 
relating to ball games; (2) included a caffeine only condition; (3) examined caffeine ingestion in isolation (without 10 
other compounds such as carbohydrate); (4) used a single administration of caffeine; (5) included human 11 
participants only; (6) included information on caffeine delivery method and administration; (7) administered 12 
caffeine when participants were not in a fatigued state; (8) the article was available in English and (9) were 13 
available as full articles (not abstracts). Ball games were defined as any form of game which includes a ball or 14 
similar striking object such as a shuttle in badminton.  15 
 16 
The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) method was used to 17 
assess the quality of evidence for the main physiological and performance outcomes [30]. The GRADE method 18 
rates the quality of outcomes into 1 of 4 levels (very low, low, moderate, and high) by evaluating five domains: 19 
risk of bias, (in-)consistency of results (heterogeneity), (in-)directness of evidence, (im-)precision of results, and 20 
publication bias. Using the GRADE approach, the evidence from the articles were rated as high quality given that 21 
all studies were randomized controlled trials. If appropriate, the quality of outcomes was then downgraded based 22 
on deficiencies in the above domains, lowering the quality from high to moderate to low or very low, depending 23 
on the severity of the deficiency. The GRADEpro GDT online software (Evidence Prime) was used [31].  24 
 25 
In addition, quality assessment was completed independently for each individual study included using the 26 
Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale on the final selection of articles by 2 authors. This scale was 27 
selected because of its ability to objectively assess the internal validity of each study which is essential when 28 
evaluating the treatment effects of caffeine on performance. The PEDro scale yields a total score of 10, with more 29 
points corresponding to higher quality [32]. Studies with a PEDro score of less than 6 were deemed as low quality 30 
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and not included in the review. This approach has been applied previously in similar reviews on caffeine [8, 9]. 1 
For each study, the following information was extracted: study design, number of participants, sex, level of 2 
playing experience, caffeine habits, caffeine administration (dosage, amount and form), and comparisons of 3 
physiological and specific performance outcome measures between the caffeine and placebo conditions. Cohen’s 4 
d was used as an estimate of effect size for the pairwise comparisons described above; it was calculated by dividing 5 
the difference between the mean values with the standard deviation of the placebo condition. An effect size of 6 
0.20 was considered a small effect, 0.50 a moderate effect and 0.80 a large effect [33]. 7 
 8 
3. Findings  9 
We found 2154 articles through database searches. Of the 1028 that remained after the removal of 1126 duplicates, 10 
we excluded 949 articles which were not relevant (Figure 1). Based on the inclusion criteria, 19 met the full set 11 
of criteria and were included for review. Results were presented for a total of 279 participants, 74 % of whom 12 
were male. The number of participants in each study ranged from 5 [34] to 26 [35]. The ball games within the 13 
included studies were separated into 2 categories; invasion (n = 13) and net-barrier (n = 6) games. All participants 14 
were competing actively and the majority trained for ~ 2 hours per day for 4 to 5 times a week. Apart from 2 15 
studies which did not provide information relating to the participants’ caffeine consumption habits [36, 37], 16 
participants were mostly classified as light (< 100 mg per day) caffeine users. Participants stated that they were 17 
regular consumers of caffeine (no information regarding the amount was provided) in the study by Stuart and 18 
colleagues [38]. Higher ceiling levels of caffeine consumption were reported for participants in the study by 19 
Foskett and colleagues [39] at < 350 mg of caffeine per day and for participants in the study by Tucker and 20 
colleagues [34] at < 500 mg of caffeine per day.  21 
 22 
All studies were randomized and included a placebo condition for comparative purposes. Participants were 23 
instructed to standardize their diet, fluid intake and activity levels prior to the experimental trials. The duration 24 
and degree of the standardization protocols differed among studies. The duration whereby participants had to 25 
abstain from all dietary sources of alcohol, caffeine and other stimulants ranged from the day itself [36, 40] to 24 26 
hours [35-37, 41-45], 48 hours [34, 38, 39, 46-50] and the entire study duration (2 sessions separated by 1 week) 27 
[51]. Participants were also asked to adopt a similar diet and fluid intake level the day before each experimental 28 
trial. Several studies also included a pre-competition meal either 2 [46] or 3 hours before each trial to mimic their 29 
habitual routines [35, 36, 40, 44, 48, 49, 51]. In terms of activity levels, participants were advised to avoid all 30 
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strenuous exercise the day before each trial to minimize any muscle soreness and fatigue. Only in 3 studies were 1 
participants involved in a light and standardized training session the day before each trial [44, 49, 50]. No 2 
information on pre-trial standardization and procedures was reported in 3 studies [34, 37, 45]. The overall rating 3 
for quality of evidence determined using the GRADE approach for both physiological and performance outcomes 4 
was low. The quality of evidence was downgraded primarily for the following reasons: firstly, the heterogenous 5 
nature of the evidence in terms of differences in the population (e.g. expertise level, caffeine consumption habits, 6 
nature of sport involved in) and measurement methods of the outcomes (e.g. sport-specific modifications of test 7 
protocols), making it difficult to compare across the studies reviewed. For example, comparing the results for 8 
sprint performance between rugby players and other ball games such as tennis, would not be the most reliable as 9 
rugby players would be more accustomed to longer sprints as compared to shorter distances. Thus, ratings for 10 
inconsistency and imprecision were higher which resulted in a downgrading in the quality of evidence. Secondly, 11 
although blood glucose and blood lactate concentrations were mentioned in 2 and 3 studies respectively, mean 12 
comparisons were only performed in 1 study [43] and hence the evidence for these 2 outcomes were considered 13 
as “sparse” and subsequently labelled as “low quality”. However, the quality of individual studies reviewed from 14 
the perspective of internal validity was high with PEDro quality scores being ≥ 8. Only 1 study had a score of 8 15 
as a single-blinded procedure was used [41]. The kappa score for inter-rater reliability of PEDro scores was 1, 16 
indicating perfect agreement between the 2 reviewers.  17 
 18 
3.1 Caffeine administration 19 
Most studies utilized a protocol whereby caffeine was administered to the participants 60 minutes before exercise. 20 
Exceptions were 4 studies where participants were given the caffeine dose 30 [41, 52], 50 minutes [43] and 70 21 
minutes [38] prior to the trials. The timing of caffeine ingestion relates directly to the pharmacokinetics of caffeine. 22 
Caffeine, when ingested, is rapidly and completely absorbed by the gastrointestinal tract, reaching peak plasma 23 
concentrations within approximately 1 hour after ingestion (99 % of the ingested caffeine is absorbed within 45 24 
minutes) [14, 53]. Moreover, this rate of absorption does not seem to be affected by the dose of caffeine consumed 25 
at least at amounts of caffeine consumption ≤ 10 mg of caffeine per kg of body mass (BM) [54]. The absorption 26 
rate may, however, be affected by the form of administration (e.g. capsule, gum, drink solution) although a quicker 27 
absorption rate does not necessarily mean a greater response to or effect of caffeine [54]. Its half-life in the body 28 
is approximately 4 to 6 hours, although the rate of caffeine clearance differs between individuals [14].  29 
 30 
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In all the studies reviewed, caffeine was administered based on the individual’s body mass as opposed to using an 1 
absolute dose. Using an absolute dose creates large variability in responses which may affect the results of the 2 
study. Caffeine doses ranging from 3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM [34-36, 40, 41, 44, 46-51] up to 6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM were reviewed 3 
[37-39, 42, 43, 45]. Within the reviewed studies, it seems that the ingestion of 3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM of caffeine was 4 
sufficient to elicit improvements in at least 1 performance variable in all but 1 study by Tucker and colleagues 5 
[34]. It is possible that the sample size in the study (n = 5) could have been too small to detect any significant 6 
performance improvements. However, as no dose less than 3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM of caffeine was given in any study, it 7 
is uncertain if a minimal threshold for performance improvement exists. Of the 12 studies which administered a 8 
dose of 3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM of caffeine, most (n = 10) used a beverage form (9 = 250 ml; 1 = 650 ml). The remaining 9 
2 used a gelatin capsule filled with caffeine.  10 
 11 
One study administered a moderate dose of 4.4 mg∙kg-1 BM of caffeine [52] and performance improvements were 12 
reported. However, at a higher dosage of 6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM, results were equivocal. Six studies administered 6.0 13 
mg∙kg-1 BM, either as a 500 ml beverage (n = 2) or in capsule format (n = 4). Surprisingly, performance 14 
improvements were not as evident with half of these studies reporting no change in performance when compared 15 
with placebo. This suggests that a threshold exists for the amount of caffeine ingested, warranting the need to 16 
investigate the dose-response effect of caffeine in ball games. At present, current data suggest that a dose of 3.0 17 
mg∙kg-1 BM caffeine is sufficient to elicit a positive effect on performance markers in ball games. 18 
 19 
3.2 Physiological effects 20 
 3.2.1 Heart rate responses 21 
Considering the stimulatory effect of caffeine on the central nervous system, it is commonly assumed that caffeine 22 
increases heart rate (HR) during exercise [55]. Heart rate responses were reported for 12 studies in this review. 23 
There was little evidence suggesting that caffeine increased exercise HR. Mean HR remained unchanged in 10 24 
studies (~ 83 %); 2 studies reported a significant increase in mean HR with caffeine during the simulated match 25 
as compared to the placebo [36, 49]. For instance, Del Coso and colleagues [49] reported that mean HR during 3 26 
simulated 15-minute rugby matches increased significantly with caffeine as compared to the placebo (168 ± 7 27 
b∙min-1 vs. 164 ± 6 b∙min-1). Changes in mean HR could be a result of many interacting factors, such as the physical 28 
status of the individuals or the presence of any stressors. It is interesting to note here that the participants in these 29 
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2 studies were females [36, 49]. However, there appears to be no available evidence documenting sex-related 1 
differences in cardiovascular responses to caffeine ingestion during exercise.  2 
 3 
Mixed findings were observed for changes in peak or maximal HR following caffeine ingestion. Of the 8 studies 4 
which reported peak or maximal HR, there were no significant changes in these values in 6 of the studies [35, 40, 5 
46, 48, 49, 51]. Conversely, increases in peak HR were observed in 2 studies [36, 44]. Del Coso and colleagues 6 
[44] reported an increase in peak HR from 181 ± 9 b∙min-1 to 185 ± 11 b∙min-1 during a field hockey simulated 7 
match. Interestingly, this increase, was not maintained as the game progressed, with no differences in peak HR in 8 
the second half of the match. The increase in HR observed was related closely to the stimulant effect of caffeine 9 
in increasing high speed movements. Specifically, the increase in peak HR was accompanied by an increase in 10 
distance covered at high speed (15.0 – 18.9 km∙h-1). The players, however, were unable to maintain an increased 11 
speed in the second half of the match; thus, caffeine was not effective in reducing the magnitude of fatigue 12 
experienced. There was no difference in peak HR between the caffeine and placebo conditions during the second 13 
half of the match.  14 
 15 
 3.2.2 Blood lactate and glucose concentrations 16 
Likewise, higher blood lactate and glucose concentrations were reported after the first half of a soccer match in 17 
the caffeine trial as compared to the placebo (blood lactate: 7.9 ± 4.8 mmol∙L-1 vs. 6.1 ± 3.6 mmol∙L-1; blood 18 
glucose: 7.5± 2.1 mmol∙L-1 vs. 6.3 ± 1.6 mmol∙L-1) [43]. Higher blood lactate concentrations can be a reflection 19 
of a higher contribution from anaerobic glycolysis to energy provision in the first half of the match. Considering 20 
the length of the match, the subsequent disappearance of this difference in blood lactate concentration between 21 
the 2 trials in the second half of the match appears to be consistent with caffeine’s alleged glycogen sparing 22 
mechanism and a shift toward using FFAs as the main fuel source during the match. Consequently, this may 23 
explain why blood lactate concentrations were similar to placebo in the second half of the match. However, 24 
caffeine has also been shown to consistently increase blood lactate levels without increasing muscle lactate [56, 25 
57]. This suggests that caffeine’s effect is likely a result of decreased clearance of blood lactate rather than an 26 
increase in glycolytic flux. Alternatively, as peak concentration of caffeine is achieved 1 hour post-ingestion, there 27 
may have been a decreasing influence of caffeine over the course of the match which was most obvious in the 28 
second half of the game and which led to a subsequent decrease in high-intensity work. In terms of blood glucose, 29 
the higher concentrations could indicate a larger catecholamine response in the first half of the caffeine trial [43]. 30 
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In summary, in a match setting, the physiological effects of caffeine appear to be more pronounced during the 1 
first than second half particularly for blood lactate and glucose concentrations. 2 
 3 
 3.2.3 Sweat rate and dehydration levels  4 
Sweat rate and dehydration levels were unaffected by caffeine [35, 44, 46, 48, 49, 51] except for 1 study by Gallo-5 
Salazar and colleagues [40] on elite junior tennis players. Sweat rate was 33.5 ± 10.6 % higher in the caffeine trial 6 
(0.7 ± 0.3 L∙h-1 vs. 0.5 ± 0.3 L∙h-1), resulting in greater dehydration levels (0.2 ± 0.4 % vs. 0.1 ± 0.5 %). This level 7 
of dehydration, however, is acceptable given that dehydration levels > 2 % of body mass are reported to result in 8 
significant impairments in exercise and skill performance [58, 59]. The ingestion of caffeine does not seem to 9 
affect sweat rate or hydration levels.  10 
 11 
3.3 Performance effects 12 
 3.3.1 Total distance covered 13 
Exercise capacity is expected to increase with caffeine possibly through its purported effect on glycogen sparing 14 
but this could also be through other mechanisms. One way to quantify the effect of caffeine in resisting fatigue 15 
and enhancing exercise capacity is by measuring the total distance covered by the individual during match play. 16 
In recent years, the advancement in global positioning satellite (GPS) technology has made it easy and convenient 17 
to quantify movement patterns without hindering game actions. No information regarding total distance covered 18 
in net-barrier games has been reported. Of the 5 studies on invasion games which reported total distance covered 19 
during a match, increases were observed in 3 studies, 2 in soccer [46, 48] and 1 in rugby [35]. In contrast, Del 20 
Coso and colleagues [44] reported no change in total distance covered during a simulated 2 x 25-minute hockey 21 
match. Despite this, there was an increase in overall distance covered during high-intensity running (358 ± 117 m 22 
vs. 303 ± 67 m) and sprinting (117 ± 55 m vs. 85 ± 41 m); running actions at moderate intensity were found to be 23 
reduced and transformed into higher speed movements. Similar changes in movement patterns were reported in 24 
the studies where total distance covered with ingestion of caffeine increased. This increased distance at high speed 25 
represents a meaningful advantage for athletes and coaches.  26 
 27 
One exception is the study by Pettersen and colleagues [43] where match activity and fatigue resistance during a 28 
90-minute soccer match were examined in 22 youth players. Neither total distance covered nor movement patterns 29 
were altered with the ingestion of caffeine. The activity pattern in soccer can be influenced by several factors apart 30 
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from the ability to resist fatigue. For instance, it is possible that teams with a high technical ability might not have 1 
to work as hard during a game [60]. As such, technical differences between the 2 teams involved in the study may 2 
have meant that the physical capacities of the players were not stressed to a great extent and therefore the effect 3 
of caffeine not as evident. The age of the participants might have also affected the results of this study. With the 4 
exception of the study by Gallo-Salazar and colleagues [40], most other studies in this review tested adult athletes, 5 
whereas participants in this study on soccer were youth athletes (17.6 ± 1.1 years). Little research has been done 6 
on the effects of caffeine in younger athletes and the paucity of evidence makes it difficult to draw conclusions or 7 
recommendations. Performance benefits observed in the adult population, however, should not be generalized to 8 
youth athletes. As such, more studies are needed in youth athletes whilst carefully weighing up any relevant ethical 9 
considerations surrounding the use of caffeine in this population.  10 
 11 
3.3.2 Sprint performance 12 
The effect of caffeine on sprint performance was clearly evidenced as there was an increase in the number of 13 
sprint bouts performed by individuals in a match setting in hockey [44], rugby [35], soccer [46, 48] as well as in 14 
tennis [40]. The definition of a sprint differed across studies. A velocity greater than 23 km∙h-1 was considered a 15 
sprint in hockey by Del Coso and colleagues [44] whilst, any movement with a velocity above 18 km∙h-1 was 16 
considered a sprint in soccer [46, 48]. Sprint distance was also found to increase during a hockey (117 ± 55 m vs. 17 
85 ± 41 m) [44] and rugby match (208 ± 38 m vs. 184 ± 38 m) [35], indicating enhanced sprint ability with 18 
caffeine. 19 
 20 
Sprint velocity and sprint time were commonly measured with individuals performing tests of repeated (n = 6-8) 21 
short sprints of either 15 m or 40 m. In 3 out of 4 studies which measured average peak and maximal speed across 22 
repeated sprints, increases were observed in the caffeine trials [40, 46, 48]. Only 1 study by Del Coso and 23 
colleagues [49] reported no change in maximal speed during a 6 x 30 m sprint test in rugby players. Despite this, 24 
sprint performance in terms of pace at sprint velocity (> 20 km∙h-1) during the match increased with caffeine (6.1 25 
± 3.4 m∙min-1 vs. 4.6 ± 3.3 m∙min-1). Conversely, during actual match play, Lara and colleagues [48] reported that 26 
the increase in average peak (24.5 ± 1.7 km∙h-1 vs. 24.2 ± 1.6 km∙h-1) and maximal speed (25.6 ± 1.4 km∙h-1 vs. 27 
25.0 ± 1.4 km∙h-1) which had been observed during the sprint test was not present. Maximal speed attained during 28 
the 2 x 40-minute match was unaffected with caffeine. The reason for this contradictory finding is not apparent; 29 
however, it highlights the importance of measuring sprint velocity in a match setting as opposed to simply 30 
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conducting sprint tests to evaluate the ergogenic properties of caffeine. This is crucial as players and coaches are 1 
most interested in performance enhancements during a match.  2 
 3 
The effect of caffeine on sprint time, however, was not clear. Only 3 studies reported sprint times; 1 on floorball 4 
[52], rugby [38] and soccer [37]. Moreover, the findings were mixed. In the study by Stuart and colleagues [38], 5 
20 m, 30 m, offensive, defensive and tackle sprint times were measured using the Rugby test which was designed 6 
based on time-motion analysis of first-class level rugby matches to simulate match activity. The positive effects 7 
of caffeine on sprint time were clear, with mean percentage improvements of 0.5 to 2.9 %. However, Krasnanova 8 
and colleagues [52] only found faster timings with the longer 6 x 40 m sprint tests (52.1 ± 4.4 s vs. 54.0 ± 5.3 s) 9 
in floorball players, whereas time to completion for the 6 x 9 m test was not improved with caffeine. In addition, 10 
sprint time measured for both the dominant and non-dominant side of soccer players was not improved with 11 
caffeine [37]. Here, participants performed 3 trials, beginning from the same starting position where they reacted 12 
to the tester’s movement (step forward with right foot and change direction to the left and vice versa) and sprinted 13 
to either the left or right side. It is important to note that the sprint distance for this study was only 4.5 m. Moreover, 14 
reactive agility rather than sprint performance was the primary component of interest. As such, care must be taken 15 
when interpreting these results.  16 
 17 
3.3.3 Agility 18 
Movement patterns in ball games typically involve many directional changes, commonly termed agility. Two 19 
studies on net-barrier games have investigated the effects of caffeine on pre-planned directional sprints assessed 20 
by the agility T-test, with equivocal results [50, 51]. Given the relatively small playing area in net-barrier games 21 
such as badminton and volleyball, quick changes in direction and subsequent acceleration are critical for 22 
successful performances. The agility T-test requires individuals to move through a T-shaped circuit as fast as 23 
possible to simulate the fast directional changes and short sprints in a game. A reduction in total time taken (10.3 24 
± 0.4 s vs. 10.8 ± 0.4 s) to complete the test was reported by Del Coso and colleagues when the participants 25 
ingested a 3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM caffeine beverage pre-exercise as compared to the placebo [51]. However, with the 26 
same dosage of caffeine administered, Abian and colleagues [50] found no statistically significant improvement 27 
in time taken to complete the test, despite a 0.4 ± 1.4 % improvement in agility with caffeine. A limitation of these 28 
studies was that neither tested the effect of caffeine on agility in a game setting - that is in combination with a 29 
perceptual component which requires the participant to initiate the movement response as opposed to such pre-30 
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planned tests. Thus, at present the limited available evidence prevents any firm conclusion being drawn on the 1 
ability of caffeine to improve the agility of individuals in a game setting.  2 
 3 
 3.3.4 Vertical jump performance 4 
Vertical jump is important for successful athletic performance in ball games [61, 62]. Countermovement jumps 5 
(CMJ) and the fifteen seconds maximal jump test (15 RJ) are common tests used as measures of lower body power 6 
in athletes [62]. The 15 RJ requires the individual to jump vertically repeatedly over 15 seconds, landing and 7 
jumping with both feet. Countermovement jump height was higher after caffeine ingestion as compared to the 8 
placebo in all 6 studies which measured CMJ height. This included both invasion and net-barrier games, namely 9 
badminton [50], basketball [47], soccer [39, 48] and volleyball [36, 51]. The greatest reported increase in jump 10 
height with caffeine was approximately 5.0 % observed in badminton (37.7 ± 4.5 cm to 39.5 ± 5.1 cm) [50] and 11 
volleyball (35.9 ± 4.4 cm to 37.7 ± 4.6 cm) [51] players. Likewise, the ingestion of caffeine significantly increased 12 
jump height measured during the 15 RJ test performed by basketball (30.2 ± 3.6 cm vs. 28.8 ± 3.4 cm) [47], soccer 13 
(35.8 ± 5.5 cm vs. 34.7 ± 4.7 cm) [46] and volleyball (30.7 ± 4.5 cm vs. 29.3 ± 4.8 cm) [51] players.  14 
 15 
Three studies also measured game-specific variations of vertical jumps such as smash, spike, block or rebound 16 
jump heights [34, 36, 50]. Specific to volleyball, Perez-Lopez and colleagues [36] reported significant increases 17 
in spike (43.3 ± 4.7 cm vs. 44.4 ± 5.0 cm) and block jump heights (35.2 ± 5.1 cm vs 3.6.1 ± 5.1 cm) with pre-18 
exercise ingestion of caffeine. However, the study by Tucker and colleagues [34] failed to find any difference in 19 
rebound jump height in basketball players in the caffeine trial as compared to the placebo trial. The authors 20 
calculated a reactive strength index (RSI) based on the jump height and time spent on the mat before rebounding 21 
as quickly as possible upwards. The failure to observe any performance benefit may be attributed to the small 22 
sample size in this study (n = 5). Closer examination of the individual performances revealed that RSI was higher 23 
in the caffeine trial for 3 out of the 5 participants. Moreover, this improvement was approximately 9 % for 1 24 
individual participant (119 ± 9 cm∙s-1 vs. 109 ± 6 cm∙s-1). As such, it appears that pre-exercise ingestion of caffeine 25 
has some ergogenic effect on jump height.  26 
 27 
 3.3.5 Accuracy 28 
Accuracy can be a key factor in successful sporting performances. Though not studied extensively, caffeine as a 29 
stimulant purported to increase mental alertness and cognitive functioning may possibly enhance task accuracy 30 
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[24]. On the other hand, caffeine consumption might be associated with several side effects such as tremors and 1 
nervousness which could negatively affect accuracy [63]. Depending on the nature of the game, the effect of 2 
caffeine on accuracy can be measured in terms of (a) passing, (b) shooting and (c) serving accuracy. Only 3 studies 3 
assessed passing accuracy using sport-specific passing tests [38, 39, 42]. The Loughborough Soccer Passing Test 4 
(LSPT), for instance, requires individuals to complete a circuit of 16 passes from a dynamic starting position, 5 
against coloured targets as quickly as possible while minimizing error. The next desired target is denoted by an 6 
audible signal immediately after each pass. Apart from a high level of accuracy, enhanced proprioceptive and 7 
cognitive functioning is essential in this test. A trend for improved passing accuracy was observed in the caffeine 8 
trial (p = 0.06). Likewise, in rugby players, Stuart and colleagues [38] reported a 10 % improvement in passing 9 
accuracy in players who were pressured to pass rapidly in a rugby test simulating match conditions. Participants 10 
in these 2 studies were given a caffeine dose of 6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM, suggesting that caffeine does not lead to over 11 
arousal and impaired accuracy at this dosage, at least in the participants in these 2 studies [38, 39]. Surprisingly, 12 
despite the same dosage of caffeine (6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM) being administered, Assi and Bottoms [42] found no effect 13 
of caffeine on passing accuracy in a rugby passing test. Each participant had three attempts with each hand; a 14 
successful hit earned them 2 points, making 6 the maximum score attainable. Although accuracy scores improved, 15 
no statistically significant differences were found. Given the nature of the test and scoring system, it is possible 16 
that the scoring system was not sensitive enough to reflect these improved scores or that the test failed to impart 17 
sufficient pressure upon the participants for the effects of caffeine to become evident.  18 
 19 
In terms of shooting accuracy, Abian and colleagues [47] reported that caffeine ingestion had no effect on accuracy 20 
in both free throw and 3-point shots in basketball. Likewise, accuracy in floorball shooting was also unaffected 21 
by caffeine [52]. Participants performed repeated 8 m shots with the aim of scoring as many goals from 10 attempts 22 
as possible. The failure to find any improvement in accuracy could be related to the task design. In this case, 23 
performing repeated shots is not realistic and representative of an actual shot taken in a match situation. Given the 24 
limited evidence on shooting accuracy in ball games, it is difficult to draw a conclusion on the efficacy of caffeine, 25 
warranting the need for more studies.  26 
 27 
Lastly, in net-barrier games such as tennis, the serve represents one of the most important shots and has a 28 
significant impact on the match result [64]. Findings from the 2 studies reviewed on tennis were mixed; first, 29 
Hornery and colleagues [41] reported that a pre-exercise caffeine ingestion of 3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM had no effect on 30 
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stroke accuracy. Yet, when a higher dose of caffeine of 6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM was administered by Klein and colleagues 1 
[45], stroke accuracy as assessed by a tennis skill test (TST) improved. The number of successful shots out of 324 2 
during the TST increased in the caffeine trial (295 ± 11 shots) as compared to the placebo (289 ± 10 shots) trial. 3 
This was the only study reviewed which examined sex-related differences in the effects of caffeine and the 4 
investigators reported a similar effect in both male and female participants. Both studies, however, only 5 
administered a single dose of caffeine; hence it is not possible to determine if the increased accuracy is attributable 6 
to the higher dose of caffeine.  7 
 8 
3.3.6 Summary 9 
The weight of evidence supports the ingestion of an acute dose of caffeine (3.0 – 6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM) approximately 10 
60 minutes before ball games (Table 1). In all 19 studies reviewed, no negative effects on performance were 11 
reported. Three out of 5 studies showed improvement in total distance covered (rugby: 1 [35]; soccer: 2 [48, 46]). 12 
Four aspects of sprint performance were evaluated in this review; sprint count increased in all 5 studies (hockey: 13 
1 [44]; rugby: 1 [35]; soccer: 2 [46, 48]; tennis: 1 [40]), sprint time was faster in 2 out of 3 studies (floorball: 1 14 
[52]; rugby: 1 [38]), sprint velocity was higher in 3 out of 4 studies (soccer: 2 [48, 46]; tennis: 1 [40]) and sprint 15 
distance increased in 2 out of 3 studies (hockey: 1 [44]; rugby: 1 [35]). Two studies examined the effects of 16 
caffeine on agility with only 1 study on volleyball reporting a faster time to completion in the agility test [51]. 17 
With respect to vertical jump performance, all 6 studies (badminton: 1 [50]; basketball: 1 [47]; soccer: 2 [48, 39]; 18 
volleyball: 2 [36, 51]) that measured CMJ heights reported increases in the caffeine condition and 3 out of 3 19 
studies (basketball: 1 [47]; soccer: 1 [46]; volleyball: 1 [51]) reported higher jump heights in the 15 RJ test. Lastly, 20 
in terms of accuracy; 2 out of 3 studies (rugby: 2 [42, 38]) observed higher passing accuracy. However, none of 21 
the 2 studies which measured shooting accuracy reported any positive effects and 1 out of 2 studies reported 22 
increased serve accuracy in tennis [45].  23 
 24 
3.4 Possible mechanisms of caffeine action 25 
While the exact mechanism for caffeine’s ergogenic effect remains unclear, several possible reasons are examined 26 
in this section [14] and are related to the potential performance outcomes in ball games highlighted in Section 3.3. 27 
Caffeine has been shown to increase FFA mobilization which could result in muscle glycogen sparing [20, 65]. 28 
Sparing of glycogen may enhance exercise capacity as glycogen depletion has been shown to result in fatigue. 29 
This increase in reliance on FFA mobilization could greatly impact both invasion and net-barrier games which 30 
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involve intense and long running distances such as basketball, hockey, rugby, soccer and tennis. However, 1 
glycogen sparing has not been found in all studies and this mechanism has been questioned [23, 56] as it does not 2 
explain the ergogenic effect of caffeine observed in performances such as sprinting or vertical jumps which 3 
involve oxygen-independent metabolic pathways [21, 22]. Caffeine has also been found to increase the secretion 4 
of β-endorphins [23]. The elevated endorphin concentrations in the blood have analgesic properties which 5 
decrease the perception of pain, allowing for greater work to be performed at the same level of muscle pain [66]. 6 
This delays the fatigue response of individuals and increases their exercise capacity, allowing them to exercise 7 
longer, especially in games with few and/or short rest periods and minimal substitutions such as soccer. In 8 
addition, the reduction in the perception of pain may be of particular importance in contact games such as rugby 9 
given the high number of impacts associated with the game. There is also evidence that caffeine increases motor 10 
unit recruitment [67] and muscle activation [68] during a forceful contraction; this direct intracellular action may 11 
also be ergogenic. The increased formation of muscle cross bridges results in greater force production and hence, 12 
increased strength and power can be generated. The rate of calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum 13 
following caffeine ingestion also increases the force of muscular contraction [69]. This is not only advantageous 14 
in ball games with a high level of contact (e.g. rugby), but also in stop-and-go games (e.g. basketball and 15 
badminton) which require multiple accelerations and short sprints and could result in improved jump performance 16 
and agility. Moreover, increases in the force of muscular contraction could lead to a more powerful stroke and 17 
shot in net-barrier games (e.g. tennis and volleyball) which is critical for successful performance. Finally, caffeine 18 
acts as an adenosine antagonist and inhibits its original function which facilitates sleep [15]. This increased 19 
wakefulness [70] and heightened attention levels stimulates the central nervous system, delays fatigue and has the 20 
potential to enhance performance. This could lead to improvements in total distance run, agility and to 21 
improvements in cognitive processing which is important for motor skill execution such as passing rugby balls, 22 
hitting badminton shuttles or shooting accuracy in soccer.   23 
 24 
3.5 Potential side effects 25 
Seven studies reported in the present review utilized a 7 item (yes/no) questionnaire (items: headache, abdominal 26 
or gut discomfort, muscle soreness, increased vigour or activeness, tachycardia and heart palpitations, insomnia 27 
and increased anxiety) to assess the side effect(s) of caffeine. Four studies also included an added item - increased 28 
urine production - in their survey. The most common side effect with the ingestion of caffeine compared with the 29 
placebo was insomnia, with significantly higher prevalence rates reported in 2 studies; [31.2 % (5 out of 16) vs. 30 
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6.3 %] [50] and [27.0 % (4 out of 15) vs.  7.0 %] [51]. Prevalence of insomnia with caffeine also approached 1 
statistical significance in 3 other studies [44, 48, 49]. However, even within these studies, there was substantial 2 
variation in individual responses in that some participants did not experience insomnia. Theoretically, increased 3 
insomnia may affect performance during training or competition the next day and hence, depending on the 4 
individual’s competition schedule, the use of caffeine should be carefully evaluated.  5 
 6 
Apart from increased insomnia, the other side effect commonly reported the morning after the test session was 7 
increased vigour and activeness. In 2 of these studies, there was a significant increase in the prevalence of 8 
increased vigour and activeness with caffeine as reported by [37.5 % (6 out of 16) vs. 0 %] [47] and [15.0 % (2 9 
out of 13) vs. 0 %] [36] of the participants as compared to the placebo. There was also a tendency for increased 10 
vigour and activeness in the study by Del Coso and colleagues [49], with a prevalence rate of 50 % (8 out of 16). 11 
Furthermore, increased vigour and activeness was also accompanied by increased nervousness in 15 % (2 of 13) 12 
of participants in the study by Perez-Lopez and colleagues [36]. As the participants were females, it is important 13 
to note that caffeine metabolism may be related to hormone concentrations. The systemic clearance of caffeine 14 
has been found to be slower in the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle [71] and women taking oral contraceptives 15 
have also been found to have decreased clearance of caffeine [72] which could potentially increase the likelihood 16 
of experiencing side effects. However, another possible reason for the increased nervousness and activeness could 17 
be associated with the amount of caffeine these individuals were accustomed to consuming. Unlike the other two 18 
studies where participants were light users of caffeine (< 60 mg/day), no information regarding the caffeine 19 
consumption habits of the participants was reported in the study. Hence, it is possible that the individuals were 20 
naïve caffeine users and this subsequently resulted in greater stimulatory effects of caffeine.  21 
 22 
It appears that caffeine is generally well tolerated but some individuals may be more susceptible to experiencing 23 
adverse side effects from caffeine consumption and these adverse effects are important to understand as they could 24 
have a negative effect on performance [73]. Genetic differences have been shown to determine the rate of caffeine 25 
metabolism. The CYP1A2 gene is responsible for the building of the cytochrome P450 enzyme which controls 26 
the metabolism of caffeine. There are two forms of the CYP1A2 gene and individuals who express the 27 
CYP1A2*1A form are rapid caffeine metabolisers and individuals who carry the CYP1A2*1F form are slow 28 
caffeine metabolisers which may leave them more susceptible to adverse side effects [74]. Interestingly a recent 29 
paper found CYP1A2 genotype variations did not affect the ergogenic effects or the prevalence of side effects 30 
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after the ingestion of a moderate dose of caffeine although the sample size was small which may have influenced 1 
the results [75].   2 
 3 
Overall, these data indicate that the acute ingestion of caffeine results in only minor side effects and hence is safe 4 
for athletes to consume. More importantly, although side effects were experienced, the ingestion of caffeine 5 
resulted in performance improvements in these studies. Individuals are thus strongly advised to practice their 6 
intake of caffeine before their competition periods to identify any side effects.  7 
 8 
3.6 Recommendations for future work 9 
The present review has highlighted potential issues surrounding the use of caffeine in ball games which should be 10 
addressed by future research. Firstly, given the ergogenic properties of caffeine, it is likely that caffeine may play 11 
an important role in performance during periods of increased physical and cognitive demand. In a sport setting, 12 
this is particularly relevant when one is fatigued (i.e., second half of matches) [76]. However, there is limited 13 
research investigating the ability of caffeine in attenuating performance impairment(s) with fatigue in ball games 14 
[77] even though athletes can consume caffeine during rest periods. A novel study by Dunvnjak-Zaknich and 15 
colleagues [6] examined the effect of caffeine on reactive agility and decision making accuracy when fresh and 16 
fatigued. The various performance tests were interspersed between each exercise quarter of an 80-minute (4 x 20-17 
minute) simulated game. Unlike typical agility studies which involved pre-planned sprints, reactive agility is a 18 
unique measure requiring participants to respond to an external stimulus and then initiate their movement, 19 
simulating actual game settings. Findings from this study showed that a 6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM dose of caffeine resulted 20 
in improvements in both reactive agility and decision making accuracy. These effects, however, were similar in 21 
both fresh and fatigued conditions. It is important to note that this study did not simulate any particular sport, 22 
highlighting the need for further sport-specific research in this area in order for athletes and coaches to make 23 
informed decisions. Another area of interest to examine is the difference between divided or repeated doses of 24 
caffeine versus a single dose given that any benefit of caffeine appears to be more pronounced during the first half 25 
of matches. Currently, multiple doses ingested over time have only been investigated with concurrent 26 
carbohydrate ingestion [78]. Lastly, the recent emergence of caffeine mouth-rinses and gums has opened the 27 
possibility of faster performance effects through relatively small amounts of caffeine.  28 
 29 
4. Conclusion 30 
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This review is the first to focus on the effects of caffeine on ball games specific performance measures (e.g. sprint 1 
performance, vertical jump performance, shooting/passing accuracy) unlike previous reviews which examined 2 
solely endurance or sprint performance. The physiological effects of caffeine were more evident in the first half 3 
of matches, with elevated heart rate responses, blood lactate and glucose concentrations compared to the second 4 
half. Contrary to popular belief that caffeine is diuretic, sweat rate and hydration levels were unaffected by caffeine 5 
ingestion. The current body of research suggests that pre-exercise caffeine ingestion of doses ranging from 3.0 to 6 
6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM, which translates to approximately 1.5 to 3.0 and 2.0 to 4.0 8 -oz (~ 227 g) cups (50 kg female 7 
and 70 kg male, respectively) of regular drip brewed coffee (~ 100 mg of caffeine) [15], can result in increases in 8 
vertical jump and sprint performance during a simulated match. However, equivocal results were found for total 9 
distance covered, agility as well as accuracy, warranting the need for more research in this area. Future studies 10 
should test the effect of caffeine using representative task designs for the most accurate evaluation. The influence 11 
of training status and level of caffeine habituation should also be considered. Across the studies reviewed, only 12 
minor side effects with caffeine ingestion were reported. Considering individual differences in caffeine sensitivity, 13 
athletes are strongly advised to try caffeine while training before using it during their competition period to ensure 14 
tolerance and to identify any potential side effects.  15 
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Table Captions 1 
Table 1. Acute effects of caffeine supplementation in ball games
Table 1. Acute effects of caffeine supplementation in ball games 
Study 
Subject 
profile Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change 
CAF  
(mean ± SD) 
PLA  
(mean ± SD) d P 
Invasion  
Del Coso 
et al. [44] 
13 males/ 
hockey 
 
Low caffeine 
users: < 100 
mg/day 
Spanish first 
division 
hockey 
league 
 
At least 6 
years of 
experience 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage 
(250 ml) 
2 x 25-min simulated match: 
 
Total distance (m): NC 
Distance at moderate-intensity (m): ↓*  
Distance at high-intensity (m): ↑* 
Sprinting distance (m): ↑* 
Number of body accelerations and decelerations: NC 
Sprint count: ↑* 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): ↑* 
Sweat rate (L∙h-1): NC 
Dehydration rate (%): NC 
 
 
 
6055 ± 499 
712 ± 116 
358 ± 117 
117 ± 55 
618 ± 221 
6.3 ± 2.9 
 
 
 
158 ± 16 
185 ± 11 
0.9 ± 0.4 
-0.2 ± 0.8 
 
 
6035 ± 451 
793 ± 135 
303 ± 67 
85 ± 41 
697 ± 285 
4.5 ± 1.9 
 
 
 
154 ± 14 
181 ± 9 
1.0 ± 0.3 
-0.1 ± 0.7 
 
 
0.04 
-0.60 
0.80 
0.78 
-0.28 
0.95 
 
 
 
0.29 
0.44 
-0.33 
-0.14 
 
 
0.87 
0.03 
0.05 
0.02 
0.15 
0.05 
 
 
 
0.34 
0.03 
0.30 
0.50 
Abian et 
al. [47]  
16 males/ 
basketball 
 
Light caffeine 
users: < 60 
mg/day 
 
Spanish first 
division of 
National 
Spanish 
League 
 
At least 6 
years of 
experience 
 
 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage 
(250 ml) 
Accuracy tests: 
 
Free throw (%): NC 
Three-point (%): NC 
 
Jump tests: 
 
CMJ height (cm): ↑* 
CMJ peak power (W∙kg-1): NC 
 
15s maximal jump test: 
 
Mean jump height (cm): ↑* 
Mean power (kW): ↑* 
 
Yo-yo test: 
 
Total distance (m): NC 
 
 
 
70.7 ± 11.8 
39.9 ± 11.8 
 
 
 
38.3 ± 4.4 
53.9 ± 5.0 
 
 
 
30.2 ± 3.6 
51.4 ± 5.7 
 
 
 
2000 ± 706 
 
 
70.3 ± 11.0 
38.1 ± 12.8 
 
 
 
37.5 ± 4.4 
53.8 ± 5.5 
 
 
 
28.8 ± 3.4 
49.4 ± 4.6 
 
 
 
1925 ± 702 
 
 
0.04 
0.14 
 
 
 
0.18 
0.02 
 
 
 
0.41 
0.43 
 
 
 
0.11 
 
 
0.45 
0.33 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
0.45 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
0.19 
Assi et al. 
[42] 
9 males/ rugby 
 
Consumed < 
300 mg 
caffeine/day 
University 
level 
 
Trained ≥ 4 
times/week 
6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
 
Beverage 
(500 ml) 
PAT: 
 
Total score: NC 
Left hand: ↑* 
Right hand: NC 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): NC 
 
 
 
 
9 ± 1 
5 ± 1 
4 ± 1 
 
 
 
135 ± 9 
 
 
8 ± 1 
4 ± 1 
4 ± 1 
 
 
 
133 ± 7 
 
 
1.00 
1.00 
0.00 
 
 
 
0.29 
 
 
0.24 
0.01 
0.75 
 
 
 
0.15 
Table 1 continued. 
Study 
Subject 
profile Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change 
CAF  
(mean ± SD) 
PLA  
(mean ± SD) d P 
Krasnanov
a et al. [52]  
14 females/ 
floorball 
 
Light caffeine 
users: not 
more than 1 
serving of 
caffeinated 
beverage per 
day 
 
Slovakia 
league team 
4.4 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Capsule Standing long jump test: 
 
Distance (cm): NC 
 
Shuttle run test: 
 
9 m (s): NC 
40 m (s): ↓* 
 
Reaction speed test: 
 
Time to complete (ms): ↓ 
 
Shooting accuracy test: 
 
Successful attempts: NC 
 
 
 
186.8 ± 23.5 
 
 
 
15.5 ± 0.9 
52.1 ± 4.4 
 
 
 
671.4 ± 68.9 
 
 
 
2.7 ± 1.5 
 
 
189.9 ± 20.8 
 
 
 
15.7 ± 1.0 
54.0 ± 5.3 
 
 
 
694.1 ± 104.3 
 
 
 
2.8 ± 1.6 
 
 
-0.15 
 
 
 
-0.20a 
-0.36a 
 
 
 
-0.22a 
 
 
 
-0.06 
 
 
> 0.05 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
< 0.01 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
Lara et al. 
[48] 
18 females/ 
soccer 
 
Light caffeine 
users: not 
more than 1 
coffee or 1 
serving of 
energy drink 
per day 
 
 
At least 3 
years of 
soccer 
experience 
 
Trained ~ 2 
hrs/day 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage 
(250 ml) 
Jump tests: 
 
CMJ height (cm): ↑* 
CMJ peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑ 
 
Sprint test: 
 
Maximal running speed test (km∙h-1): ↑* 
 
2 x 40-min simulated match: 
 
Total distance (m): ↑* 
Sprint count: ↑* 
Maximal speed (km∙h-1): NC 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): ↑ 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): ↑ 
Sweat rate (L∙h-1): NC 
Dehydration rate (%): NC 
 
 
 
 
27.4 ± 3.8 
43.0 ± 5.2 
 
 
 
25.6 ± 1.4 
 
 
 
7087 ± 1501 
21 ± 13 
24.2 ± 2.4 
 
 
 
158 ± 12 
186 ± 5 
0.5 ± 0.1 
0.2 ± 0.8 
 
 
26.6 ± 4.0 
42.2 ± 4.5 
 
 
 
25.0 ± 1.4 
 
 
 
6631 ± 1618 
16 ± 9 
23.8 ± 2.5 
 
 
 
152 ± 13 
182 ± 6 
0.6 ± 0.1 
0.2 ± 0.8 
 
 
0.20 
0.18 
 
 
 
0.43 
 
 
 
0.28 
0.56 
0.16 
 
 
 
0.46 
0.67 
-1.00 
0.00 
 
 
< 0.05 
0.08 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
0.25 
 
 
 
0.10 
0.16 
0.47 
0.86 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 continued. 
Study 
Subject 
profile Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change 
CAF  
(mean ± SD) 
PLA  
(mean ± SD) d P 
Pettersen et 
al. [43] 
19 males/ 
soccer 
(outfield 
players) 
 
None were 
regular coffee-
drinkers 
Norwegian 
professional 
football club 
6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Capsule 2 x 90-min simulated match: 
 
Total distance (m): NC 
Number of accelerations: NC 
Sprint distance (m): NC 
 
Yo-yo test: 
 
Total distance (m): NC 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Blood glucose (mmol∙L-1): ↑* 
Blood lactate (mmol∙L-1): ↑* 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): NC 
 
 
 
10062 ± 916 
123 ± 31 
109 ± 58 
 
 
 
829 ± 328 
 
 
 
7.5 ± 2.1 
7.9 ± 4.8 
166 ± 11 
 
 
9854 ± 901 
126 ± 24 
112 ± 69 
 
 
 
819 ± 289 
 
 
 
6.3 ± 1.6 
6.1 ± 3.6 
168 ± 8 
 
 
 
0.23 
0.11 
0.05 
 
 
 
0.03 
 
 
 
0.75 
0.50 
-0.25 
 
 
0.13 
0.67 
0.84 
 
 
 
0.91 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
> 0.05 
Del Coso 
et al. [35]  
26 males/ 
rugby 
 
Light caffeine 
users: < 60 
mg/day 
  
Spanish first 
division 
rugby league 
 
At least 5 
years of 
experience 
 
Trained ~ 2 
hrs, 4-5 
times/week 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
 
Beverage 
(250 ml) 
2 x 30-min simulated match: 
 
Total distance (m): ↑* 
Distance covered at > 20 km∙h-1 (m): ↑*  
Sprint count: ↑* 
Number of impacts: ↑* 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Sweat rate (L∙h-1): NC 
Dehydration rate (%): NC 
 
 
 
5139 ± 475 
208 ± 38 
12 ± 7 
641 ± 366 
 
 
 
151 ± 11 
189 ± 12 
1.8 ± 0.8 
1.3 ± 0.9 
 
 
4749 ± 589 
184 ± 38 
10 ± 7 
481 ± 352 
 
 
 
145 ± 8 
185 ± 12 
1.8 ± 0.6 
1.3 ± 0.6 
 
 
0.66 
0.63 
0.29 
0.45 
 
 
 
0.75 
0.33 
0.00 
0.00 
 
 
0.01 
0.01 
< 0.05 
0.01 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
Jordan et 
al. [37] 
17 males/ 
soccer 
 
No history of 
using caffeine 
as ergogenic 
aid 
 
Premier 
league youth 
 
Trained 3 
times/week 
6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Capsule Reaction time: 
 
Dominant side (s): NC 
Non-dominant side (s): ↓* 
 
Sprint time: 
 
Dominant side (s): NC 
Non-dominant side (s): NC 
 
Total time to completion: 
 
Dominant side (s): NC 
Non-dominant side (s): ↓  
 
 
 
0.801 ± 0.106 
0.820 ± 0.095 
 
 
 
1.001 ± 0.062 
0.998 ± 0.046 
 
 
 
1.806 ± 0.139 
1.819 ± 0.116 
 
 
0.847 ± 0.106 
0.911 ± 0.153 
 
 
 
1.001 ± 0.048 
1.007 ± 0.060 
 
 
 
1.854 ± 0.105 
1.918 ± 0.186 
 
 
-0.43a 
-0.59a 
 
 
 
0.00 
-0.15a 
 
 
 
-0.46 
-0.53 
 
 
0.35 
0.04 
 
 
 
0.94 
0.81 
 
 
 
0.33 
0.05 
 
Table 1 continued. 
Study 
Subject 
profile Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change 
CAF  
(mean ± SD) 
PLA  
(mean ± SD) d P 
Del Coso 
et al. [49]  
16 females/ 
rugby 
 
Light caffeine 
users: < 60 
mg/day 
 
Spanish 
rugby sevens 
National 
team 
 
At least 4 
years of 
experience 
 
Trained ~ 2 
hrs, 4-5 
times/week 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage 
(250 ml) 
15s maximal jump test: 
 
Mean power (kW): ↑* 
 
Sprint test: 
 
Maximal running speed (km∙h-1): NC 
 
3 x 15-min simulated match: 
 
Mean running pace (km∙h-1): ↑* 
Pace at sprint velocity (m∙min-1): ↑* 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): ↑* 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Sweat rate (L∙h-1): NC 
Dehydration rate (%): NC 
 
 
 
25.6 ± 11.8 
 
 
 
25.0 ± 1.7 
 
 
 
95.4 ± 12.7 
6.1 ± 3.4 
 
 
 
168 ± 7 
189 ± 10 
1.4 ± 0.3 
0.5 ± 0.5 
 
 
23.5 ± 10.1 
 
 
 
25.0 ± 1.5 
 
 
 
87.5 ± 8.3 
4.6 ± 3.3 
 
 
 
164 ± 6 
188 ± 9 
1.4 ± 0.5 
0.6 ± 0.6  
 
 
0.21 
 
 
 
0.00 
 
 
 
0.95 
0.45 
 
 
 
0.67 
0.11 
0.00 
0.00 
 
 
0.05 
 
 
 
0.91 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
0.62 
0.99 
0.67 
Tucker et 
al. [34] 
5 males/ 
basketball 
 
Consumed < 
500 mg 
caffeine/day 
 
Elite level 3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
 
Capsule Endurance performance:  
 
MVO2 (ml∙min-1∙kg-1): NC 
 
Anaerobic power: 
 
RSI (cm∙s-1): NC 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Blood lactate (mmol∙L-1): ↑ 
 
 
 
NS 
 
 
 
111.6 ± 14.5b 
 
 
 
NS 
 
 
NS 
 
 
 
111.6 ± 17.2b 
 
 
 
NS 
 
 
- 
 
 
 
0.00 
 
 
 
NS 
 
 
> 0.05 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
 
 
 
NS 
Del Coso 
et al. [46] 
19 males/ 
soccer 
 
Light caffeine 
users: < 60 
mg/day 
Semi-
professional 
 
At least 5 
years of 
experience  
 
Trained ~ 2 
hrs, 4-5 
times/week 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage 
(~ 650 
ml) 
15s maximal jump test: 
 
Mean jump height (cm): ↑* 
Mean power (kW): ↑* 
 
Repeated sprint ability test: 
 
Mean peak running speed (km∙h-1): ↑* 
 
2 x 40-min simulated match: 
 
Total distance (m): ↑* 
Sprint counts: ↑* 
 
 
 
 
35.8 ± 5.5 
61.8 ± 7.3 
 
 
 
26.3 ± 1.8 
 
 
 
7782 ± 878 
30 ± 10 
 
 
34.7 ± 4.7 
59.5 ± 6.9 
 
 
 
25.6 ± 2.1 
 
 
 
7352 ± 881 
24 ± 8 
 
 
0.23 
0.33 
 
 
 
0.33 
 
 
 
0.49 
0.75 
 
 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
 
Table 1 continued. 
Study Subject 
profile 
Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change CAF 
(mean ± SD) 
PLA 
(mean ± SD) d P 
Del Coso 
et al. [46] 
continued. 
    Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Sweat rate (L∙h-1): NC 
 
 
 
160 ± 10 
196 ± 7 
1.1 ± 0.3 
 
 
161 ± 12 
197 ± 12 
1.0 ± 0.3 
 
 
-0.08 
-0.08 
0.33 
 
 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
Foskett et 
al. [39] 
12 males/ 
soccer 
 
Consumed < 
350 mg 
caffeine/day 
 
Regional 
premier 
division 
6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage  
(500 ml) 
LSPT:  
 
Total time (s): ↓* 
Number of perfect passes: ↑ 
 
Jump tests: 
 
CMJ height (cm): ↑* 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): NC 
 
 
 
51.6 ± 7.7 
6.4 ± 0.4 
 
 
 
57.1 ± 5.1 
 
 
 
164 ± 11 
 
 
53.9 ± 8.5 
5.7 ± 0.6 
 
 
 
55.6 ± 5.1 
 
 
 
166 ± 11 
 
 
-0.27a 
1.17 
 
 
 
0.29 
 
 
 
-0.18 
 
 
0.02 
0.06 
 
 
 
0.01 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
Stuart et al. 
[38] 
9 males/ rugby 
 
Regular 
caffeine users 
High level 
amateur 
players  
 
Trained ~ 5 
hrs/week 
 
6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
 
Capsule Rugby specific test: 
 
Passing accuracy: ↑ 
Offensive sprint time (s): ↓ 
Defensive sprint time (s): ↓ 
Tackle sprint time (s): ↓ 
20 m sprint time (s): ↓ 
30 m sprint time (s): ↓ 
First-drive power (W): ↑ 
Second-drive power (W): ↓ 
 
 
 
9.6 %; ± 6.1 c 
1.3 %; ± 4.1 c 
2.4 %; ± 2.8 c 
2.9 %; ± 1.3 c 
0.5 %; ± 1.7 c 
2.3 %; ± 2.5 c 
5.0 %; ± 2.5 c 
-1.2 %; ± 6.8 c 
 
 
 
4.2 d 
6.0 d 
13.6 d 
9.3 d 
3.3 d 
5.0 d 
1690 d 
1470 d 
 
 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
 
 
 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
 
Net  
Abian et 
al. [50] 
16 males/ 
badminton 
 
Light caffeine 
users: < 60 
mg/day 
Elite (8 
international 
level 
players) 
 
At least 5 
years of 
experience 
 
Trained ~ 2 
hrs, 5 
times/week 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage  
(250 ml) 
Handgrip maximal force: 
 
Left (N): ↑ 
Right (N): ↑ 
 
Jump variables: 
 
Squat jump height (cm): ↑* 
Smash jump height w shuttle (cm): ↑ 
Smash jump height w/o shuttle (cm): ↑ 
Squat jump peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑* 
CMJ height (cm): ↑* 
CMJ peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑* 
 
 
 
 
429 ± 87 
477 ± 69 
 
 
 
36.4 ± 4.3 
39.4 ± 8.5 
45.1 ± 5.5 
55.4 ± 7.2 
39.5 ± 5.1 
56.1 ± 7.4 
 
 
414 ± 75 
465 ± 67 
 
 
 
34.5 ± 4.7 
38.8 ± 9.7 
44.3 ± 6.4 
52.4 ± 6.6 
37.7 ± 4.5 
54.2 ± 6.9 
 
 
0.20 
0.18 
 
 
 
0.40 
0.06 
0.13 
0.45 
0.40 
0.28 
 
 
0.06 
0.12 
 
 
 
0.01 
0.40 
0.19 
0.01 
0.01 
0.03 
 
Table 1 continued 
Study 
Subject 
profile Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change 
CAF  
(mean ± SD) 
PLA  
(mean ± SD) d P 
Abian et 
al. [50] 
continued.  
    Agility T-test (s): ↓ 
 
45-min simulated match: 
 
Total impacts: ↑* 
 
10.0 ± 0.4 
 
 
 
7707 ± 2033 
10.1 ± 0.4 
 
 
 
7395 ± 1594 
-0.25a 
 
 
 
0.20 
0.31 
 
 
 
0.01 
Gallo-
Salazar et 
al. [40] 
10 males, 4 
females/ tennis 
 
Light caffeine 
users: < 1 can 
of soda or 
energy drink 
 
Elite junior 
 
 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage  
(250 ml) 
Handgrip maximal force: 
 
Left (N): ↑* 
Right (N): ↑* 
 
Maximal velocity serve test (m/s): NC 
 
Sprint test: 
 
Maximal running speed (km∙h-1): ↑ 
 
3 set simulated match: 
 
Total distance (m): NC 
Sprint counts: ↑* 
Peak running velocity (m∙s-1): ↑ 
Points won on service (%): ↑ 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): ↑ 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): ↓ 
Sweat rate (L∙h-1): ↑* 
Dehydration rate (%): ↑* 
 
 
 
361 ± 74 
402 ± 83 
 
42.7 ± 5.0 
 
 
 
22.9 ± 2.1 
 
 
 
2904 ± 430 
13.2 ± 1.7 
20.5 ± 2.8 
51.8 ± 6.8 
 
 
 
144 ± 4 
178 ± 4 
0.7 ± 0.3 
0.2 ± 0.4 
 
 
348 ± 76 
387 ± 83 
 
42.6 ± 4.8 
 
 
 
22.3 ± 2.0 
 
 
 
3058 ± 620 
12.1 ± 1.7 
19.5 ± 2.3 
48.3 ± 7.2 
 
 
 
143 ± 3 
181 ± 3 
0.5 ± 0.3 
0.1 ± 0.5 
 
 
0.17 
0.18 
 
0.02 
 
 
 
0.30 
 
 
 
-0.25 
0.65 
0.43 
0.49 
 
 
 
0.33 
-1.00 
0.67 
0.20 
 
 
0.03 
0.03 
 
0.49 
 
 
 
0.07 
 
 
 
0.24 
0.05 
0.44 
0.16 
 
 
 
0.35 
0.44 
0.04 
0.04 
Perez-
Lopez et 
al. [36] 
13 females/ 
volleyball 
 
No 
information on 
caffeine 
consumption 
habits 
 
Spanish 
national 
league 
division 2 
 
At least 6 
years of 
experience 
 
Trained ~ 2 
hrs, 5 
times/week 
 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage  
(250 ml) 
Handgrip maximal force: 
 
Left (N): ↑* 
Right (N): ↑* 
 
Volleyball specific tests: 
 
Spike jump height (cm): ↑* 
Block jump height (cm): ↑* 
Block jump peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑* 
Squat jump height (cm): ↑* 
Squat jump peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑* 
CMJ height (cm): ↑* 
CMJ peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑* 
 
 
335 ± 32 
340 ± 45 
 
 
 
44.4 ± 5.0 
36.1 ± 5.1 
50.7 ± 6.1 
29.4 ± 3.6 
47.6 ± 4.9 
33.1 ± 4.5 
46.9 ± 5.0 
 
 
 
295 ± 47 
303 ± 38 
 
 
 
43.3 ± 4.7 
35.2 ± 5.1 
46.6 ± 6.4 
28.1 ± 3.2 
46.4 ± 4.0 
32.0 ± 4.6 
46.2 ± 5.1 
 
 
 
0.85 
0.97 
 
 
 
0.15 
0.18 
0.64 
0.36 
0.30 
0.24 
0.14 
 
 
 
0.02 
0.00 
 
 
 
0.02 
0.04 
0.01 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.05 
 
Table 1 continued. 
Study 
Subject 
profile Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change 
CAF  
(mean ± SD) 
PLA  
(mean ± SD) d P 
Perez-
Lopez et 
al. [36] 
continued.  
 
    Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): ↑* 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): ↑* 
 
 
 
142 ± 14 
185 ± 10 
 
 
132 ± 14 
180 ± 5 
 
 
0.71 
1.00 
 
 
0.04 
0.05 
Del Coso 
et al. [51] 
15 males/ 
volleyball 
 
Light caffeine 
users: < 30 
mg/day 
Collegiate 
level 
 
At least 4 
years of 
experience 
 
Trained ~ 2 
hrs, 4 
times/week 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Beverage 
(250 ml) 
Standing spike test: 
 
Maximal ball velocity (m∙s-1): ↑* 
 
Jump tests: 
 
Squat jump height (cm): ↑* 
Squat jump peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑* 
CMJ height (cm): ↑* 
CMJ peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑* 
 
RJ-15: 
 
Mean jump height (cm): ↑* 
Mean peak power (W∙kg-1): ↑ 
 
Agility T-test (s): ↓* 
 
3 set simulated match: 
 
Frequency of successful actions: ↑* 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Peak HR (b∙min-1): NC 
Sweat rate (L∙h-1): NC 
Dehydration rate (%): NC 
 
 
 
21.2 ± 2.3 
 
 
 
32.7 ± 4.2 
53.4 ± 5.5 
37.7 ± 4.6 
52.7 ± 5.0 
 
 
 
30.7 ± 4.5 
303 ± 65 
 
10.3 ± 0.4 
 
 
 
34.3 ± 16.5 
 
 
 
134 ± 8 
180 ± 12 
1.0 ± 0.4 
0.3 ± 0.2 
 
 
20.6 ± 2.3 
 
 
 
31.0 ± 4.3 
51.6 ± 7.5 
35.9 ± 4.4 
51.4 ± 5.0 
 
 
 
29.3 ± 4.8 
295 ± 67 
 
10.8 ± 0.4 
 
 
 
24.6 ± 14.3 
 
 
 
137 ± 13 
184 ± 18 
1.0 ± 0.3 
0.1 ± 0.2 
 
 
0.26 
 
 
 
0.40 
0.24 
0.41 
0.26 
 
 
 
0.29 
0.12 
 
-1.25a 
 
 
 
0.68 
 
 
 
-0.23 
-0.22 
0.00 
1.00 
 
 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
> 0.05 
 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
< 0.05 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
 
Klein et al. 
[45]   
8 males, 8 
females/ tennis 
 
Consumed 
average 97 mg 
caffeine/day 
 
Collegiate 6.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
double-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
Capsule TST:  
 
Number of successful shots: ↑* 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Mean HR during TST (b∙min-1): NC 
Mean HR during TM: (b∙min-1): NC 
 
 
 
294.9 ± 10.9 
 
 
 
153 ± 1 
152 ± 3 
 
 
288.8 ± 10.4 
 
 
 
152 ± 1 
151 ± 3 
 
 
0.59 
 
 
 
1.00 
0.33 
 
 
0.03 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
> 0.05 
 
 
Table 1 continued. 
Study 
Subject 
profile Standard Intervention Mode Measure (units) and change 
CAF  
(mean ± SD) 
PLA  
(mean ± SD) d P 
Hornery et 
al. [41] 
12 males/ 
tennis 
 
Non-habitual 
caffeine 
consumers 
 
At least 5 
years of 
competitive 
experience 
 
Trained 15-
20 hrs/week 
 
3.0 mg∙kg-1 BM 
CAF or PLA in a 
single-blinded, 
randomized cross-
over design 
 
Capsule Serve:  
 
Velocity in final set of match (km∙h-1): ↑* 
 
Groundstroke:  
 
Stroke accuracy (%): NC 
 
Physiological measures: 
 
Blood glucose (mmol∙L-1): NS 
Blood lactate (mmol∙L-1): NS 
 
 
 
165 ± 15 
 
 
 
NS 
 
 
 
NS 
NS 
 
 
159 ± 15 
 
 
 
NS 
 
 
 
NS 
NS 
 
 
0.40 
 
 
 
- 
 
 
 
- 
- 
 
 
0.01 
 
 
 
> 0.05 
 
 
 
NS 
NS 
Note. BM = body mass, CAF = caffeine, CMJ = countermovement jump, d = effect size, HR = heart rate, b∙min-1 = beats per minute, MVO2 = maximal oxygen consumption, LSPT = 
Loughborough Soccer Passing Test, PAT = passing accuracy test, PLA = placebo, RJ-15 = 15s rebound jump, RPE = rating of perceived exertion, RSI = reactive strength index, TM = treadmill 
exercise, TST = tennis skill test, w = with, w/o = without, NC = no change, NS = not specified, ↑ = increased, ↓ = decreased, * = significant change, - = not applicable, a  = a negative effect size 
(d) indicates performance improvement, b  = mean values calculated from data provided in study, c  = mean percentage change ± 90 % confidence limits, d  = standard deviation values not provided 
in study.  
